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Abstract—It is important to give input information without other device in AR system. One solution is using hand for augmented reality application. Many researchers have proposed different solutions for hand interface in augmented reality. Analyze Histogram and connecting factor is can be example for that. Various Direction searching is one of robust way to recognition hand but it takes too much calculating time. And background should be distinguished with skin color. This paper proposes a hand tracking method to control the 3D object in augmented reality using depth device and skin color.

Also in this work discussed relationship between several markers, which is based on relationship between camera and marker. One marker used for displaying virtual object and three markers for detecting hand gesture and manipulating the virtual object.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is describes our experiment with the video camera which can generate RGB color output and depth map in the one time. We use the information generated by this camera for drawing and manipulating an augmented cube defined by real marker. First, we found the translation of center point of the marker in the video frame coordinate. By this information we calculate the depth centre point of the marker, e.g. we found the distance between the camera and marker centre. This distance is used as a third - Z coordinate of the centre point. Also, we found the centre of the real hand in the video frame. Finally, by calculating according Z coordinate to this point, we conclude that it’s possible to manipulate the augmented cube by real hand in 3D environment.

To take a skin area, convert RGB input image to YCrCb color model. And we can get candidates of the hand. Calculate the center of gravity. And cut out fingers using the circle which has center at the center of gravity. To initialize hand region we count under blobs. Hand rectangle will have 6 to 7 blobs. At this time we should make corresponding depth map pixels to RGB map. This paper includes KINECT calibration method. We can update hand region by set the threshold in the depth.

II. VIRTUAL OBJECTS INTERACTION

A. Camera and marker relationship
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Augmented reality is a displaying virtual object in the real world. One way to display virtual object is using special markers. Currently, there are number of libraries, with specific markers, that can detect markers and put some virtual object relatively to detected marker.

One of such kind of library is ARToolKit library, which use size-known square markers as a base of coordinates [1].

After detecting marker, ARToolKit gives transformation matrix, which defines the position of the marker in the camera coordinate system. Rotation and translation information are stored in transformation matrix. [1]

Fig. 1 Rotation and translation matrix. [1]

To get relation between different markers, relation between camera and marker is used. For interaction two different markers we must know the transformation matrix of these markers. Using this information it is possible to find the position of point in one coordinate system in another coordinate system. [1]

Fig. 2 Relation between markers. [1]

Consider you have three coordinate systems (CS) labeled as C, I and D as shown in figure 1.

$M_1$ - the transformation matrix that transform the representation of a point from CS I to its representation in CS C.

$M_2$ - the transformation matrix that transform the representation of a point from CS D to its representation in CS C.

$M_3$ - the transformation matrix that transform the representation of a point from CS I to its representation in CS D.

ARToolKit library give the information about $M_1$ and $M_2$ matrices. Using these matrices we must find $M_3$. 
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\[ M_1 = M_{C_1} \implies M_1^{-1} = M_{I-C} \]  
(1)

\[ M_2 = M_{C-D} \]  
(2)

\[ M_3 = M_1^{-1}M_2 \implies M_{I-D} = M_{I-C}M_{C-D} \]  
(3)

Using \( M_3 \) we can easily convert the point from one CS to another.

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
  x' \\
  y' \\
  z'
\end{bmatrix} = M_3
\begin{bmatrix}
  x \\
  y \\
  z
\end{bmatrix}
\]  
(4)

**B. Hand gesture recognition**

Three ARToolKit markers used to hand gesture recognition. One marker is placed at the end of the thumb, second marker at the end of index finger, and third marker in the middle of these two fingers, near the palm as shown in figure 3.

![Fig. 3 Location of the markers on the hand](image)

After processing input image, ARToolKit gives information about four vertices of detected marker. Using this information we can easily find line segments of detected marker as shown in figure 4.

![Fig. 4 Line segments of markers](image)

In the figure 4 you can see lines in that order in which we found them. If we always use this order we can define some lines, and intersection points of these line segments can be used to find hand gesture as shown in figure 5.

![Fig. 5 Hand gesture](image)

**C. Algorithm of manipulating virtual object.**

This algorithm is one approach of manipulating virtual object using other markers. 4 markers are used for this algorithm, 3 of them to recognize hand gesture and one for displaying virtual object as shown in figure 6. [2] We can denote next variables:

- \( P_1, P_2 \) — finger point coordinates
- \( P_1', P_2' \) translated finger points to virtual object coordinates
- \( P_m \) — middle point of two finger coordinates
- \( P_o \) — middle point of two finger coordinates in object CS

and make following steps to manipulating virtual objects:

1. Check if \( P_1' \) and \( P_2' \) are inside the object
2. Continue only if both fingers are inside of object.
3. Store the point in the middle of \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) (in world CS \( P_m \), and in object coordinate system \( P_o \))
4. Store rotation degree between states of fingers line about z-axis. Rotation is calculated as a degree between the previous and current stage of line, connected by the center point of the finger and the center of the marker placed near the palm.
5. Rotate the object original transformation matrix about \( P_o \) (on z-axis)
6. Calculate the current point \( P_m \)
7. Translate the object about the difference between current \( P_m \) and stored \( P_m \)

![Fig. 6 Virtual object manipulating](image)
III. AR OBJECTS DEPTH DETECTION

A. Reading data from sensors device

In our work we used active-sensing depth camera which has structured light, and a color camera. It generates images of 640*480 pixels 30 times a second. For accessing the generated data OpenNI (Open Natural Interaction) framework is used. The term Natural Interaction (NI) refers to a concept where Human-device interaction is based on human senses, mostly focused on hearing and vision. OpenNI is a multi-language, cross-platform framework that defines APIs for writing applications utilizing Natural Interaction. OpenNI APIs are composed of a set of interfaces for writing NI applications. OpenNI defines Production Nodes, which are a set of components that have a productive role in the data creation process required for Natural Interaction based applications. Each production node encapsulates the functionality that relates to the generation of the specific data type [4].

B. Marker detection in the video frame

![Image](image1)

Fig. 7 The ARToolKit tracking steps taken from [1]

ARToolKit is a popular planar marker system for Augmented Reality and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) systems due to its available source code. The bitonal markers consist of a square black border and a pattern in the interior. Color video stream is generated by kinect and transferred to the application layer by the OpenNI Image generator [4]. The image is converted to binary image and black marker frame is identified. After successful identification of marker, the position of the camera relative to the black square is calculated. Area, centre position, lines and vertices of the detected marker is used to drawing AR object on top of the video of the real world [1].

![Image](image2)

Fig. 8 Sample marker in frame without virtual object

![Image](image3)

Fig. 9 Sample marker in frame with virtual cube

C. Video frame depth map generating

A depth generator is a production node that is implemented by a sensor, which takes raw sensory data from a depth sensor and outputs a depth map [4]. This data is generated by hardware devices that capture the visual and audio elements of the scene and stored in the 16-bit value. We can consider it as a one dimensional array.

D. Virtual object depth evaluating from the depth map

Let’s consider detected marker centre coordinates in the video frame as point P with the coordinates px and py. For finding the correspondence element to P from the depth map we have to evaluate corresponding index. We can use next equation:

\[ \text{index} = py' * w + px' \]  

where \( w \) – width of the video frame. Usually, \( py \) and \( px \) are given by floating numbers. Index is integer value, we can’t use \( py \) and \( px \) directly, that is why we will use only integer part of this numbers. For reducing error value in the type casting, we have to convert to integer each of number separately, we have:

\[ px' = \text{int}(px) \]  
\[ py' = \text{int}(py) \]

E. Real hand centre detection

The RGB image information from camera is affected by light.

![Image](image4)

Fig. 10 Flow chart for the hand detection

It is necessary to reduce light effect. We translate this input image to YCbCr color model. Follow equations are transform way when 8bit RGB information use:

\[ Y' = 16 + \frac{65.738B + 129.057G + 25.064R}{256} \]  
\[ C_b = 128 + \frac{+76.294B - 173.545G + 151.387R}{256} \]  
\[ C_r = 128 + \frac{+139.576B + 86.949G - 188.375R}{256} \]

\( Y \) is luminance and \( CbCr \) is information of color difference. Each range is set77 to 127 and 140 to 170 in this case.

![Image](image5)

Fig. 11 Detected skin blobs
Figure 11 shows the rectangles which include skin area. These rectangles are made by labelling method.

Set every rectangles as a candidate. And make threshold range to the number of pixels and size. Figure 11 shows the rest of rectangles after this process. Now we can find the center of gravity in each region.

Then we will decide the hand rectangle by counting the under blobs.

\[ C(x, y) = \frac{\sum_{x=1}^{W} p(x, y)}{N} \]  

(11)

For this operation, we should make changeable circle by every frame. Use the line connected by left top point and centre of gravity. In this case we set 75 percent of that line for radius.

Now we have to get the rectangle which include the hand. At the first step, create same size of mask circle. It will be use to and operation with input image.

Figure 13 shows the result of and operation between mask and input image.

We assume if there are 6 to 7 under blobs exist that is rectangle which has the hand.

As we can see at the figure 14, there is possibility that the other object has same condition with hand rectangle. To reduce that possibility we use the dilation and eroding method to fill the black pepper noise. After this step we use the depth device to track the center point of the hand. “KINECT” is the one of most useful device in computer vision area.

\[ IR^w = IR^{-1} \ast IR \]  

(12)

\[ RGB^w = [H^{-1}] \ast IR^w \]  

(13)

\[ RGB = [I_{RGB}] \ast RGB^w \]  

(14)

Fig. 15 KINECT calibration

Fig. 16 Input image(Left) Top), Depth map(Right top), without calibration(Left bottom), corresponding two images(Right bottom)

Now we can directly get depth information which correspond to 2D image plane. We know not only the 2D point which placed at the center of the hand but also 3D information. If we set the depth threshold, hand is the only exist object at that region. In case of that the other object come into this region, we distinguish those objects by color information. Following figure shows the result when we apply the color and depth information in same time.

Fig. 17 Maintain center point when another object overlapped(Left), Detect only skin color in threshold depth region(Right)
The “point viewer” [Prime sense open source] example do similar performance with our program but this has better performance when the other object which has not skin color exist at the same depth group. The depth value of the hand centre can be determined with two ways: 1) Using procedure which is described in the detecting virtual cube depth2) directly had taken from the depth generator.

F. Checking the result
For testing algorithm which described above, we use next activity diagram:

1) Hardware and software initializing.
2) Hand centre depth (HCD) evaluating.
3) Virtual object depth (VOD) evaluating.
4) Check if the HCD is equal to the VOD. If it is true then go to 5th step, else go 6th step.
5) Set the virtual object color to blue.
6) Set the virtual object color to red.
7) Draw virtual object on the video frame and return to 2nd step.
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G. Further work
Depth map errors often lead to noticeable artifacts in 3D video and significantly decrease the resultant quality. Errors often occur in the occlusion areas. In the [5] purposed a method of filtering depth maps provided by Kinect depth camera. Filter uses output of the conventional Kinect camera along with the depth sensor to improve the temporal stability of the depth map and fill occlusion areas. To filter input depth map, the algorithm uses the information about motion and color of objects from the video. The proposed method can be applied as a preprocessing stage before using Kinect output data.